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Term Meaning

Ecosystem asset An ecosystem asset is an ecosystem that may provide benefits to humanity. They are 
spatial areas containing a combination of biotic and abiotic components and other 
characteristics that function together. 

A subset of environmental assets with an emphasis on the living systems. They are 
environmental assets seen from a systems perspective according to the SEEA-EEA (Bureau 
of Meteorology, 2013).

Ecosystem capacity The capacity to supply ecosystem goods and services to humans, whether or not humans 
are currently consuming the goods and services. Estimating ecosystem capacity depends 
on knowing the objectives for the ecosystem including sustainability objectives. For 
example, the capacity of an ecosystem (measured by extent and condition or quantity 
and quality) is different depending on whether it is being managed for sustainable forestry, 
sustainable conservation, or sustainable agriculture (Bureau of Meteorology, 2013).

Ecosystem 
characteristics

‘Ecosystem characteristics relate to the ongoing operation of the ecosystem and its 
location. Key characteristics of the operation of an ecosystem are (i) its structure (e.g., the 
food web within the ecosystem), (ii) its composition, including living (e.g., flora, and micro-
organisms) and non-living (e.g., mineral soil, air, sunshine and water) components, (iii) its 
processes (e.g., photosynthesis, decomposition) and (iv) its functions (e.g., recycling of 
nutrients in an ecosystem, primary productivity). Key characteristics of its location are (i) its 
extent, (ii) its configuration (i.e., the way in which the various components are arranged and 
organised within the ecosystem), (iii) the landscape forms (e.g., mountain regions, coastal 
areas) within which the ecosystem is located and (iv) the climate and associated seasonal 
patterns. Ecosystems also relate strongly to biodiversity at a number of levels. For this 
reason ecosystem characteristics include within and between species diversity and the 
diversity of ecosystem types.’ (European Commission et al. 2013). 

Ecosystem operation Key characteristics of the operation of an ecosystem are its structure, composition, 
processes and functions (European Commission et al., 2013 and see ‘ecosystem 
characteristics’ above for more detail).

Evidence base A carefully structured electronic database of evidence relating to specific questions or 
assumptions of management relevance. 

For environmental accounting purposes the evidence base represents the body of evidence 
which is relevant to the account topic and of sufficient quality, used to underpin the 
account conceptual models and provide the account with credibility and legitimacy. (R. 
Richards, pers. comm., 2014).

Evidence domain map A broad search to ascertain what evidence exists and what gaps there may be about a 
topic in order to inform and direct future research or evidence collation in the area.  

Landscape connectivity The degree to which the landscape facilitates or impedes movement among patches 
(Hansson 1991).

Landscape vegetation 
connectivity (LVC)

The measure of the physical connectedness of the vegetation across a landscape that 
potentially influences the movement of genes, propagules, individuals and populations. It 
includes the landscape scale connectedness maintained within large patches of vegetation 
as well as that related to vegetation corridors and stepping stones. It is sometimes 
referred to as ‘structural vegetation connectivity’ (typically measured using remote sensing 
methods) to distinguish it from ‘ecological connectivity’ (usually measured through on-
ground observations and analysis). (R. Mount, pers. comm., 2014). 

Glossary
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1 Introduction

The National Plan for Environmental Information 
(NPEI) was established in 2010. The NPEI 
was seen by the Australian Government as a 
tool for improving the quality and coverage of 
environmental information in Australia. Good 
environmental information is essential to improve 
our understanding, management and prediction 
of environmental change, human impacts and our 
management responses. This understanding is core 
to a healthy environment, society and economy. 

While humanity has developed sophisticated 
accounting systems to measure economic activity 
(such as the National System of Accounts), 
environmental activity has not been measured in 
a comparably sophisticated fashion. Furthermore, 
there has traditionally been an ‘information silo’ 
approach where environmental and economic 
information has been stored separately, despite 
the fact that the economy and the environment 
are heavily intertwined. The lack of consistent, 
comparable and integrated statistical standards for 
economic and environmental information has meant 
that	it	has	been	difficult	to	compare	the	impacts	that	
economic activity has on the environment and vice 
versa (European Commission et al., 2013). 

The System of Environmental-Economic Accounting 
Experimental Ecosystem Accounting (SEEA–EEA) 
aims	to	address	both	of	these	deficiencies	with	
regard to environmental information. It has been 
designed as a way ‘to obtain a better measurement 
of the crucial role of the environment as a source of 
natural capital and as a sink of by-products generated 
during the production of man-made capital and other 
human activities (United Nations Statistics Division, 
2014).’ As well as providing a statistical framework 
to track changes in ecosystem assets, allowing them 
to be measured, it also enables these changes to be 
linked with economic accounting systems (European 
Commission et al., 2013).

Between 2011 and 2014, the Bureau of Meteorology 
had the role of developing approaches to 

environmental accounting. As part of that role the 
Bureau worked on exemplar SEEA–EEA accounts 
to demonstrate how SEEA–EEA could be used 
within Australia. Further, the Bureau established the 
basic processes and frameworks for environmental 
accounting, including a series of guidelines and 
workbooks to assist those framing and publishing 
environmental accounts. 

The Bureau’s environmental accounting role ceased 
in mid-2014 and this study has been released 
to ensure the key documents remain publically 
available. 

The subject for a demonstrator SEEA–EEA account 
was landscape vegetation connectivity (LVC). While 
the LVC account was not being framed for any 
specific	policy	application	or,	at	this	stage,	for	actual	
production, it was aligned with, and relevant to, 
multiple activities by a wide range of environmental 
management agencies (e.g. Fitzsimons et al., 2013). 
The particular exemplar evidence base presented 
here contributes to the Bureau’s guidelines 
on evidence-based conceptual modelling for 
environmental accounting purposes.

LVC was selected for the exemplar account subject 
for two reasons. Firstly, vegetation connectivity is a 
core characteristic of an ecosystem, integral to the 
conservation of biodiversity, regulating climate and 
providing other ecosystem services such as timber, 
water catchment protection and erosion control 
(Fitzsimons et al., 2013). Secondly, and crucial for 
the purpose of creating an environmental account, 
landscape vegetation connectivity can be measured 
and reported in account tables. 

In order to provide credibility and legitimacy, an 
evidence	base	of	best	available	scientific	knowledge	
relating to the account subject was developed 
in accordance with the requirements outlined in 
Module 4 of the Environmental account framing 
workbook (Bureau of Meteorology, 2013). This 
exemplar evidence base underpins the conceptual 
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models of the exemplar account and was developed 
using a systematic approach to the search, collation, 
assessment and extraction of evidence. 

The associated technical guide (the main document) 
was developed to assist with creating evidence 
based conceptual models for environmental 
accounting purposes. This guide should be referred 
to for further details on the method used for the 
development of the exemplar evidence base.

The development of the exemplar evidence 
base provided many valuable lessons around the 
process and need for good science to underpin 
environmental accounting. The development of 
future	accounts	will	benefit	from	these	lessons.

1.1 Purpose of the exemplar 
evidence base
An exemplar evidence base for an environmental 
account on landscape vegetation connectivity 
was developed based on the question ‘How does 
landscape	vegetation	connectivity	influence	the	
characteristics (operation, location and biodiversity) 
of an ecosystem asset, and its capacity to deliver 
ecosystem services?’ (Please see the Glossary for 
more	details	on	the	definitions	of	the	terms	used	
here, many of which are consistent with the SEEA–
EEA.

In response to this question the following 
requirements were set:

1. develop and produce an exemplar evidence base 
for the Bureau of Meteorology,

2. summarise the character of the items in the 
evidence base in a report, and

3. deliver the evidence base using the Zotero 
software.

These requirements were met and this report 
is the summary of the character of the items 
in	the	evidence	base	developed	as	per	the	first	
requirements and delivered as per the third 
requirement.

Given the broad nature of the question related to the 
account subject, an initial broad search or ‘evidence 
domain mapping’ was completed that will support 
the development of the main account subject 
conceptual model. Completing sub-searches on 
more	specific	aspects	of	how	landscape	vegetation	
connectivity	influences	an	ecosystem	asset	was	
then discussed with a view to supporting the 
development	of	specific	ancillary	conceptual	models.	
Due to time and budget constraints this more 
detailed work was left to a later stage. 

The resulting evidence base can be best described 
as an ‘evidence domain map’ as a more general 
search phrase was used in order to gain a sense of 
the evidence that was available on this broader topic. 
Figure 1 was informed by the evidence domain map, 
and consists of a cause and effect network diagram 
of changes to ecosystem operation in respect 
to habitat and biodiversity from measured gross 
changes in landscape vegetation connectivity. Based 
on this evidence mapping, more detailed evidence 
can	be	assembled	with	improved	confidence.

Now that the evidence base for the evidence 
domain map has been completed for the landscape 
vegetation connectivity account, the next steps in 
the process are to:

•	 develop evidence bases for important 
relationships in the cause and effect network 
diagram (Figure 1) to support the production of 
prioritised ancillary conceptual models;

•	 provide the evidence and models to a science 
synthesis workshop, where experts will synthesise 
the evidence to develop new knowledge;
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•	 use	the	synthesis	and	findings	of	the	workshop	to	
refine	the	models;	and

•	 use	the	finished	models	and	evidence	synthesis	
findings	in	order	to	underpin	the	landscape	
vegetation connectivity environmental account.

1.2 Method overview
Given the importance of the evidence base in 
providing credibility and legitimacy to the account, 
it is vital that the evidence base is developed and 
maintained in a manner that is comprehensively 
representative, transparent, robust and that follows 
a systematic process. The conceptual framework is 
provided by the Guide to environmental accounting 
in Australia and the associated Environmental 
account framing workbook (Bureau of Meteorology, 
2013).	More	specifically,	the	Methods for evidence-
based conceptual modelling in environmental 
accounting: a technical note (Bureau of Meteorology, 
2014) provides a step by step process for developing 
an evidence base in this manner under ‘The process 
of developing an evidence base.’

A concise version of this process was used to 
develop the evidence base. It consisted of three 
distinct phases outlined below. 

Phase 1: Planning

•	 Define	and	prioritise	questions,	through	
establishing a set of candidate questions 
surrounding the account and prioritising the most 
appropriate questions for evidence search and 
collation. 

•	 Create a draft evidence base structure from the 
priority questions.

•	 Develop a search strategy for each priority 
question. See Appendix 2 for an outline of the 
search strategy used, which includes the relevant 
search terms, search strings, search sources and 

relevance criteria including inclusion and exclusion 
criteria.

Phase 2: Search

•	 Execute	the	search	using	the	scientific	literature	
databases Science Direct, Web of Science and 
CSIRO Publishing. Other databases searched 
included TROVE and Google Scholar. 

•	 Filter the search returns for relevance based 
on title and later on abstract using the inclusion 
and exclusion criteria outlined in Appendix 2. On 
reading the abstract, non-relevant items will be 
removed from the evidence base.

•	 Obtain full text from free sources where possible 
and also purchase or access full text through the 
Bureau.   

Phase 3: Evidence familiarisation and reporting

•	 Develop the data extraction spreadsheet, which 
is designed to capture all relevant information 
from	the	studies	that	will	be	used	for	the	final	
synthesis. Ensure that the Bureau’s project 
team	agrees	upon	with	the	spreadsheet’s	field	
headings.

•	 Deliver a report that summarises the general 
findings	from	the	evidence	base	(this	report).		

In addition to these three phases, the following tasks 
were completed:

•	 The data extraction spreadsheet was populated 
with the relevant information from each evidence 
item. 

•	 The main account subject conceptual model 
developed for the guidelines was validated 
using the evidence from the data extraction 
spreadsheet.  
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1.3 Limitations
The evidence base developed was atypical in 
that it was an exemplar evidence base designed 
to demonstrate what an environmental account 
evidence base may look like, and how to go about 
developing one for environmental accounting 
purposes.	Consequently,	there	was	no	specific	
driver	for	the	account	and	no	identifiable	end	user.	
The question around which the search strategy was 
developed was broad and was not anchored in any 
specific	ecosystem	or	in	any	specific	relationship	
outlined in the cause and effect diagram. The 
timeframe was tight, being two months from project 
commencement to completion. 

This resulted in a number of outcomes. Firstly, the 
search conducted was not as representative or 
comprehensive as would normally be undertaken 
for	an	evidence	base	with	a	more	defined	topic	
area. Only one general search string was used 
within	five	databases.	Given	the	generality	of	the	
account subject, the evidence uncovered was 
similarly broad, and the resulting evidence base is 
better characterised as an ‘evidence domain map’ 
of the topic ‘landscape vegetation connectivity.’ 
An evidence domain map uses a broad search to 
ascertain what evidence exists and what gaps there 
may be on a topic in order to inform and direct future 
research or evidence collation in the area.  

Additionally, there were some changes to what 
information was to be sought from the evidence 
during the project. In the early search phase, studies 
discussing spatial metrics were deemed relevant 
and preferable, and the search was restricted 
to case studies between 2004 and 2014. At the 
data extraction stage, the core question of the 
evidence became ‘what does landscape vegetation 
connectivity allow us to know about ecosystem 
operation?’ which is more appropriately answered 
by theory than by case studies related to spatial 
metrics. It was able to respond in part to the new 
core question as many of the case studies in 

the evidence base discussed the question in the 
introduction section, making reference to theoretical 
and broader review papers. However, many of the 
theoretical papers and reviews were published prior 
to 2004 and so are not captured in our search due to 
the date exclusion criteria. 

When developing evidence bases for future 
environmental accounts, it is recommended to 
involve experts in the account topic from the 
beginning of the search process, including peer 
reviewing the search strategy. In this case, doing so 
would likely have alerted us to the understanding 
that we needed to include the term ‘functional 
connectivity’ in our search string, and some of the 
issues including that of the case study and date 
restrictions might have been avoided. 
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2.1 Key messages
There are things that LVC can tell us about 
ecosystem operation, including:

•	 exposure or vulnerability to threats of some 
species

•	 habitat opportunities for some species

•	 opportunities	for	dispersal	and	gene	flow

•	 opportunities for movement in response to 
threats (including climate change)

•	 species diversity or composition.

There are things that LVC cannot always tell us 
about ecosystem operation, including:

•	 functional connectivity (measures of actual 
ecological connections and interactions)

•	 habitat quality

•	 the long term impacts of past and current 
fragmentation on an ecosystem.

2 Summary of findings
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It	should	be	noted	that	the	findings	are	not	based	
on a fully comprehensive synthesis of evidence. The 
intent is to provide a sound scoping study ensuring 
a comprehensive search of available electronic 
literature	to	inform	the	findings.	An	intensive	search	
of individual organisations and contacting of targeted 
authors for unpublished literature would require 
additional resources. The search did however 
provide a sample of evidence using a systematic 
and transparent approach. Over 300 evidence items 
(from several thousand search returns) have been 
assessed for relevance and are stored in the Bureau 
of	Meteorology	evidence	library.	A	final	107	were	
deemed relevant and used as the basis for this 
report (see the evidence base reference list). The 
search result statistics can be seen in Appendix 1. 

Landscape and vegetation condition attributes

It is important to acknowledge that landscape 
vegetation connectivity is not a one-to-one surrogate 
for the condition of an ecosystem and how well it is 
operating. For example, Oliver et al., 2007 analysed 
the knowledge and opinions of 31 Australian 
ecologists on the ecosystem attributes considered 
most important as biodiversity surrogates, and 
those that were considered most feasible to 
assess. Experts considered that, on average, 
landscape context attributes should contribute 
approximately one-third (0.36) to an assessment 
of within-vegetation-type species-level biodiversity 
status, while vegetation condition attributes should 
contribute the remaining two-thirds (0.64). A 
minimum set of 11 compositional, structural and 
functional vegetation condition attributes were 
identified	which	include	richness	of	native	trees,	
cover of native trees, shrubs and perennial grasses, 
cover of exotic shrubs, perennial grasses, legumes 
and forbs, cover of organic litter, recruitment of 
native tree/shrub saplings, native tree health, 
tree hollows and evidence of grazing. The results 
presented below seek to map the evidence domain 
for what landscape vegetation connectivity can and 
cannot tell us about the operation of ecosystems 

3 Findings

within the context of establishing measurements 
suitable for use in an environmental account.

3.1 What can landscape 
vegetation connectivity tell us 
about ecosystem operation?
The cause and effect diagram in Figure 1 illustrates 
the reviewed evidence – that landscape vegetation 
connectivity (and changes to it) results in a wide 
range of changes to ecosystem operation (structure, 
composition, function and process) in reference to 
habitat and biodiversity. The evidence is grouped by 
the type of ecosystem operation change that has 
been studied. The model has a set of numbered 
cause and effect relationships. The evidence is 
organised in the library according to these numbered 
relationships and in the table in section 3.2 of this 
report following Figure 1.

The evidence shows that a key advantage of 
landscape metrics is that they are relatively 
simple and quick to calculate. This is important 
for environmental accounting, given that rapid 
environmental change requires the use of indicators 
that	are	easy	and	efficient	to	obtain	(Uuemaa,	et	al.,	
2013). Approximately 16 studies in the evidence 
base focused on measuring the spatial pattern of 
the landscape and vegetation at different scales. A 
large variety of methods exist to measure landscape 
connectivity. Some of the more common spatial 
metrics include the use of aerial photographs, 
satellite images, Landsat and state wide vegetation 
maps. Some studies critiqued commonly used 
existing metrics and developed their own, including 
the Integral Index of Connectivity (Pascual-Hortal and 
Saura, 2006), Ecological Connectivity Index (Pino and 
Marull, 2012) and a combination of graph theory with 
models of land cover permeability and least cost 
analysis (Rubio et al., 2012). However, landscape 
vegetation connectivity is not only relatively easy 
to	measure,	significantly,	it	can	tell	us	a	number	of	
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important things about ecosystem operation in terms 
of habitat and biodiversity. This includes whether 
some species may be exposed or vulnerable to 
threats, experience increased or reduced habitat 
opportunities, have the ability to disperse and 
allow	gene	flow	and	have	opportunities	to	move	
in response to threats such as climate change. 
Knowledge about landscape vegetation connectivity 
can also tell us something about overall species or 
community diversity or composition.   

Exposure or vulnerability to threats of some 
species

Landscape vegetation connectivity can indicate 
whether particular species may be exposed to threats 
from predators or invasive species. In a Canadian 
study examining whether non-native invasive species 
were more abundant in grasslands adjacent to roads 
or railways than in dense forest, support was found 
for the notion that transportation corridors might 
encourage invasive species (Hansen and Clevenger, 
2005). In an urban context, a study of green corridors 
in North Carolina found that the nests of certain birds 
were more exposed to mammalian nest predators 
as the width of the corridor decreased and where 
the matrix contained fewer buildings (Sinclair et al., 
2005). 

Habitat opportunities for species (increased or 
reduced)

Changes in landscape vegetation connectivity can 
result in increased habitat opportunities for some 
species and reduced habitat opportunities for 
others (Amici et al., 2010, Baranyi et al., 2011, Biro 
et al., 2013, Boykin et al., 2013, Carthew et al., 
2013, Cord et al., 2014, Goetz et al., 2009, Kadoya 
and Washitani, 2011, Lloyd and Marsden 2008, 
Shanahan and Possingham, 2009). A study of bird 
species richness in Polylepis woodland patches and 
agricultural matrix habitats in the Peruvian Andes 
illustrates this. Around half the bird community, 
including fourteen threatened or restricted range 
species, were dependant on Polylepis habitat and 

most had very narrow niches, thus their habitat 
opportunities were reduced by fragmentation. 
Conversely, the interface between the Polylepis 
patches and the surrounding matrix was dominated 
by invasive ecological generalists, whose habitat 
opportunities increased with Polylepis woodland 
fragmentation (Lloyd and Marsden, 2008).

Opportunities for dispersal and gene flow

Landscape vegetation fragmentation can lead to 
small and isolated pockets of species, which through 
inbreeding and subsequent loss of genetic diversity 
can become more vulnerable to environmental 
change and be at a higher risk of extinction. Ensuring 
the connectivity of landscapes to allow species 
dispersal	and	gene	flow	is	therefore	critical	to	
effective and long term conservation management 
(Baguette 2013, Braunisch et al., 2010, Chetkiewicz 
and Boyce  2009, Coulon et al., 2004, Harvey et al., 
2005, Spear et al., 2010, Amos et al., 2012, Beier 
and Gregory 2012, Coates et al.,  2007, Cousins 
2006, Ferreira et al.,  2013, McRae and Beier 
2007, Mellick et al., 2011, Sork and Smouse 2006, 
Townsend and Levey 2005, Wang et al., 2008). 
Primary conservation interventions to increase 
landscape connectivity and thus dispersal and gene 
flow	opportunities	are	corridors	and	stepping	stones.	
Some studies that examined this include that of 
Townsend et al., 2005, where results suggested that 
corridors do facilitate pollen transfer in fragmented 
landscapes, and Tucker and Simmons, 2009, where 
the establishment of Donaghy’s Habitat Linkage in 
Queensland’s Atherton Tablelands linking two large 
habitat areas has noticeably increased the dispersal 
and colonisation of a subset of native species. 

Opportunities to move in response to threats 
(including climate change)

Where landscape vegetation is fragmented, 
organisms may be prevented from escaping areas 
that are dangerous or no longer habitable due to new 
environmental conditions. Appropriate landscape 
vegetation connectivity therefore ensures that any 
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necessary movement is possible (Beier et al., 2008, 
Ewers and Didham, 2006, Hoebinger et al., 2012, 
Koen et al., 2010, Lai, et al., 2011, Magrach et al., 
2012, McRae et al., 2012, Theobald et al., 2011, 
Watts and Handley 2010, Williams and Snyder 
2005, Winfree et al.,2005, Vallecillo et al., 2009). 
Designing and maintaining corridors and linkages 
is the most commonly recommended strategy for 
biodiversity conservation in the 21st Century in 
light of climate change. In their study of corridors 
in Arizona, USA, Brost and Beir, 2011 note that a 
network of linkages connecting multiple habitat areas 
will more effectively assist species to respond to 
climate change than individual linkages promoting 
short-term movements between separated habitat 
areas. They claim that a network of linkages is better 
suited to enable a long-term shift in species range by 
facilitating repeated species movements (Brost and 
Beier, 2011).

Species diversity or composition

How a species is impacted by changes to landscape 
vegetation connectivity in terms of exposure to 
threats, increased or reduced habitat opportunities, 
opportunities	for	dispersal	and	gene	flow	and	
opportunities to move in response to threats will 
ultimately affect the diversity and composition of 
that species (Crooks et al., 2011, Lindborg and 
Eriksson, 2004, Panzacchi et al., 2010, Sirami, et 
al., 2010, Vallecillo et al., 2009, Mita et al., 2007, 
Amos et al., 2012, Beier and Gregory 2012, Coates 
et al.,  2007, Cousins 2006, Ferreira et al.,  2013, 
McRae and Beier 2007, Mellick et al., 2011, Sork and 
Smouse 2006, Townsend and Levey 2005, Tucker 
and Simmons 2009, Wang et al., 2008). In their 
study of landscape connectivity at the community 
level for semi-natural herbaceous patches in an 
urban area near Paris, France, Muratet et al., 2013 
demonstrated that landscape connectivity is related 
to	the	species	composition	of	communities,	finding	a	
strong	influence	from	landscape	connectivity	on	the	
species composition of the plant community that was 
studied, indicating that strongly-linked patches exhibit 
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3.2 Evidence for model relationships 

Relationship 
numbers

References Potential Measures

1 Ferraz, et al., 2005, Hamberg, 2009, Lira, et al., 
2014a, Lunt, et al., 2010. Malavasi, et al., 2013,  
Pascual-Hortal, and Saura, 2006, Pascual-
Hortal, and Saura, 2007, Pascual-Hortal, and 
Saura, 2008  Pino, and  Marull 2012,  Piquer-
Rodríguez, et al., 2012, Rayfield, et al., 2010, 
Rocchini, et al., 2006, Rocha, et al., 2007, 
Rubio, et al., 2012, Sesnie, et al., 2008, Yadav, 
et al., 2012.

• Landsat TM/ETM+ images.

• Aerial photographs and SPOT satellite 
images and Fragstats software.

• State-wide vegetation maps and Landsat 
analyses of woody vegetation cover

• Integral Index of Connectivity (based on 
graph structures and a habitat availability 
index, integrating forest attributes like 
habitat quality and network connectivity in 
a single measure)

• Ecological Connectivity Index

• Spatially explicit least-cost habitat graphs 
(to examine how matrix quality and spatial 
configuration influence assessments of 
habitat connectivity)

• Satellite images and Landsat 7

• Graph theory with models of land cover 
permeability and least-cost analysis

• Landsat Enhanced Thematic Mapper 
(ETM+) bands and vegetation indices

1, 3 No evidence items found address these 
relationships.

1,3,9 Hansen and Clevenger 2005, Sinclair et al., 2005.

1, 4, 4A, 4B, 5 Donald and Evans, 2006.

1,4A Amici et al., 2010, Baranyi et al., 2011.

 

• Habitat suitability model using focal 
species and maps based on fuzzy 
classification method,

1,4A,4B Biro et al., 2013, Boykin et al., 2013, Carthew et 
al., 2013, Cord et al., 2014, Goetz et al., 2009, 
Kadoya and Washitani, 2011, Lloyd and Marsden 
2008, Shanahan and Possingham, 2009.

• Pitfall and Elliott trapping, 

• Satoyama Index (measures habitat 
diversity)

1, 4A, 4B, 11, 12 Crooks et al., 2011, Lindborg and Eriksson, 
2004, Panzacchi et al., 2010, Sirami, et al., 2010.

• Globcover v. 2.1 (for mapping land cover)

1,4A,10 No evidence items found address these 
relationships.

1,4A,11 Bonthoux et al., 2013, Higdon et al., 2006, 
Marcantonio et al., 2013, Maron et al., 2012, 
Martinuzzi 2009, Matisziw and Murray 2009. 

• Ordinary Least Square (OLS) and quantile 
regression (for the relationship  between 
the plots and road distances) 

• Landsat Thematic Mapper imagery (to 
calculate vegetation cover)
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1,4B,12 Brudvig et al., 2009, Mason et al., 2007, Means 
and Medley, 2010.

1,4B,13 No evidence items found address these 
relationships.

1,4B,13,18 No evidence items found address these 
relationships.

1,5 Baguette and Van Dyck, 2007, Bierwagen, 
2007, Chacon Leon, and Harvey, 2006, Crist et 
al., 2005, Cushman and Landguth, 2012, Doerr 
et al, 2010, Fischer and Lindenmayer, 2007, 
Galpern and Manseau 2013, Gilbert-Norton et 
al., 2009, Gillies and St. Clair, 2010, Henry et 
al., 2007, Hilty and Merenlender 2004, Pinto 
and Keitt, 2009, Rouget et al., 2006, Rubio 
and Saura, 2012, Šálek et al., 2009, Saura and 
Rubio 2010, Saura et al. 2011b, Spencer et al., 
2010.

• GIS data and Landsat TM satellite imagery

• resistant kernel approach for predicting 
habitat connectivity,

• functional grains

• Conditional Minimum Transit Cost (CMTC) 
tool

•  Multiple Shortest Paths (MSPs) tool.

• least-cost path analysis and a target-driven 
algorithm

• IIC and PC connectivity metrics (based on 
graph structures and on the concept of 
habitat availability to quantify functional 
connectivity)

• Guidos and Conefor Sensinode software 
packages

1, 5, 6 Ewers and Didham, 2006, Hoebinger et al., 
2012, Koen et al., 2010, Lai, et al., 2011, 
Magrach et al., 2012, McRae et al., 2012, 
Theobald et al., 2011, Watts and Handley 2010, 
Williams and Snyder 2005, Winfree et al.,2005.

                               

• We computed least cost corridors with 
ArcGIS tool, the program ArcView to 
produce a vector map showing land cover, 
FRAGSTATS 3.3 to compute the landscape 
metrics, and GUIDOS 1.3 for the MSPA

• Circuit theory to estimate landscape 
resistance to organism movement and 
gene flow

• Steiner Multigraph Problem to model the 
problem of minimum-cost wildlife corridor 
design

• GIS neighborhood analyses and effective 
distance analyses (to detect barriers that, 
if removed, would significantly improve 
connectivity)

• Probability of Functional Connectivity Index

• Shortest Path Optimization methodology

1,5,6,14,15 Vallecillo et al., 2009.

1,5,14 Mita et al., 2007, Muratet et al., 2013, Pavlova 
et al., 2012, Savage et al., 2011.

• Index of Plant Community Integrity (IPCI) 
(measured wetland condition)

• Normalised difference vegetation index 

Relationship 
numbers

References Potential Measures
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1,5,16 Baguette 2013, Braunisch et al., 2010, 
Chetkiewicz and Boyce  2009, Coulon et al., 
2004, Harvey et al., 2005, Spear et al., 2010.

• Mantel tests and multiple regressions on 
distance matrices detected and quantified 
the effect of different landscape features on 
relatedness among individuals.

1,5,16,18 Amos et al., 2012, Beier and Gregory 2012, 
Coates et al.,  2007, Cousins 2006, Ferreira et 
al.,  2013, McRae and Beier 2007, Mellick et al., 
2011, Sork and Smouse 2006, Townsend and 
Levey 2005, Tucker and Simmons 2009, Wang 
et al., 2008

• Make explicit predictions of expected 
genetic outcomes for a range of species 
based on available data

• Isolation by resistance model using 
electrical circuit theory (for gene flow)

• Habitat suitability modelling integrated into 
Least Cost Path analysis

1,6 Beier et al., 2008, Brost and Beier 2011, • Corridors designed using least-cost 
modelling, based on raster data.

1,6,17 No evidence items found address these 
relationships.

1,6,17,18 No evidence items found address these 
relationships.

2,7 Coetzer et al., 2013, 

2,7,10 No evidence items found address these 
relationships.

2,7,11 Jorge et al., 2013, McAlpine et al., 2002

2,8 Hodgson et al., 2011, 

2,8,15 No evidence items found address these 
relationships.

2,8,17 No evidence items found address these 
relationships.

2,8,17,18 No evidence items found address these 
relationships.

Relationship 
numbers

References Potential Measures
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3.3 Thresholds  
Six relevant evidence items discussed thresholds 
or general rules regarding vegetation connectivity 
and ecosystem operation. These studies have not 
undergone critical appraisal and we would advise 
that this process be completed before any of these 
thresholds are relied upon in practice. The thresholds 
and some background information from the studies 
are discussed below.

Distance thresholds for gap and inter-patch 
crossing

One study which undertook a systematic review 
of 80 studies regarding functional connectivity 
in terrestrial native Australian species calculated 
that many species were unable to cross open 
areas (the matrix) that exceeded 106 metres. 
Furthermore, many species were unable to disperse 
between patches of habitat separated by more 
than 1100 metres, even where there was structural 
connectivity between the patches. The study 
highlighted that these thresholds were based on 
limited data, but could be used as a useful starting 
point (Doerr, V. et al., 2010). 

Critical fragmentation point

Ferraz et al, 2005 assessed the landscape changes 
between 1984 and 2002 in a Brazilian watershed 
undergoing rapid deforestation. They found that a 
critical point where fragmentation increased rapidly 
occurred when mature forest declined to roughly 
35% of the study area. They recommend that natural 
resource managers maintain the proportion of 
mature forest above this threshold. 

Corridors increases movement between habitat 
patches by approximately 50%

In their literature review on corridors, Gilbert-Norton 
et al., 2009 found that corridors increase movement 
between habitat patches by approximately 50% 
compared to patches that are not connected with 
corridors. It was also found that corridors were 
more important for the movement of invertebrates, 

non-avian vertebrates and plants than they were for 
birds.

Urban forest fragments should be at least 3 ha 
in size

In a study conducted in two distinct urban areas 
in Finland, Hamberg 2009 found that in order to 
reduce the impact of the edge effect on urban forest 
vegetation composition, urban forest fragments left 
within urban development should be at least 3 ha in 
size and tree volume at the edge should be at least 
225-250 m3 ha-1. 

Species-area relationship change point at 40% 
vegetation cover

Maron et al., 2012 examined the relationship 
between landscape-level species richness of 
woodland-dependent birds and native vegetation 
extent in eastern Australia and found that the 
species–area relationship exhibited a rapid change-
point at approximately 40% vegetation cover. They 
noted that this was more accurately explained 
by two disjunct slopes rather than a continuous 
threshold model or a classic species–area curve. 
They warned that the 40% threshold may not be 
applicable to all landscape types.

Reduction of remnant vegetation to 30% will 
result in vertebrate fauna loss over time

In their literature review on the impact of clearing 
and related fragmentation effects on terrestrial 
biota, McAlpine et al., 2002 note that the evidence 
suggests that the reduction of remnant vegetation to 
30% will result in the loss of 25–35% of vertebrate 
fauna, with the full impact not realised for at least 
another 50–100 years.
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3.4 What landscape vegetation 
connectivity cannot tell us 
about ecosystem operation
While landscape vegetation connectivity can tell 
us much about ecosystem operation, there are 
some things it cannot tell us. Three such areas 
were discussed in the evidence, namely functional 
connectivity, habitat quality and the long term 
impacts of past and current fragmentation.

Functional connectivity 

Mapping	the	spatial	configuration	of	the	landscape	
and vegetation tells us about structural connectivity, 
from which much can be inferred about biodiversity 
and ecosystem operation. However, the structural 
connectivity of a landscape will not always provide 
enough information to understand the functional 
connectivity of the species within that landscape. 
The extent to which landscapes are connected 
depends on how animals perceive, use and move 
through the various habitat patches and how these 
patches	are	configured.	Thus,	animal	dispersal	
behaviour must be considered when measuring 
patch and landscape connectivity. Since different 
species will perceive the connectivity of the same 
landscape in different ways and at different spatial 
scales, measuring the dispersal behaviour and ability 
of key species is important in order to understand 
the functional connectivity of that landscape 
(Kadoya, 2009, Pascual-Hortal and Saura, 2007, 
Fischer,	J.,	Lindenmayer,	D.B.,	2007,	Rayfield,	et	al.,	
2010, Winfree et al., 2005)

In their study of the Atlantic forest in Brazil, Jorge 
et al., 2013 found that 88% of the remaining forest 
did not contain four of its previously common largest 
mammals. Due to these mammals’ unique ecological 
roles most of the remaining Atlantic Forest is 
likely to be suffering from trophic cascade effects, 
such as changes in patterns of seed dispersal and 
mesopredator release that may reverberate onto 
many other organisms and ecosystem processes. 

The four mammals did not occur in some of 
the largest and most protected forest patches, 
highlighting the importance of looking beyond 
land cover and structural connectivity alone to the 
functional connectivity and quality of those patches 
in order to truly understand ecosystem health.

When attempting to measure functional 
connectivity, it is important to select appropriate 
‘umbrella species’ (a wide-ranging species whose 
requirements include those of many other species) 
that	can	reflect	the	dispersal	behaviour	of	other	
species in that ecosystem. Cushman and Landguth 
2012 evaluated the effectiveness of using three 
carnivores as umbrella species for functional 
connectivity in the Rocky Mountains, USA. The three 
carnivores had limited dispersal ability, thus they 
were a weak indicator of the behaviour of species 
with higher dispersal abilities. 

Habitat Quality

While land cover maps are often used to derive 
species distribution models, they may not 
adequately represent the relevant vegetation 
characteristics for many species’ habitats. Although 
it is well understood that the presence of particular 
species can be highly dependent on certain forest 
structure condition, such as tree canopy cover, 
land cover and vegetation maps often do not 
characterise forest structure in enough detail. 
Therefore if land cover or vegetation maps used to 
support habitat models do not adequately represent 
the relevant species-environment relationships, 
the	final	distribution	maps	may	not	match	actual	
species distribution (Martinuzzi et al., 2009).  Lira 
et al., 2014a discuss this in the context of the 
Brazilian Atlantic Forest, noting that while structural 
connectivity is important, so too is the age of 
the remaining forest, given that many species 
need more pristine forest patches, as opposed to 
secondary or regrowth forests, to survive. 

Hodgson et al., 2011 argue that habitat quality is 
crucial for species survival in a changing climate. 
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While structural connectivity enables movement 
in response to threats such as climate change, it is 
large and high-quality habitats that provide source 
populations and locations for colonisation. Therefore 
the availability of large and high quality habitat is 
what will mainly determine the ability of species 
to shift in response to climate change, because 
populations must be established successively in 
each new region (Hodgson et al., 2011).

Long term impacts of past and current 
fragmentation 

The impacts of landscape fragmentation such as 
changes in genetic, morphological or behavioural 
traits of species can take time to appear. Hence 
it may not be accurate to analyse how species 
diversity relates to current landscapes, as the 
long term impacts of past fragmentation on that 
landscape may not yet have materialised (Ewers 
and Didham, 2006). Lindborg and Eriksson, 2004 
analysed semi-natural grassland patches in Sweden, 
and found time lags of 50–100 years in the response 
of	plant	species	diversity	to	changing	configuration	
of habitats in the landscape. 
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Landscape vegetation connectivity is widely used 
around the world as an indicator of ecosystem 
health. This is so because it is relatively quick and 
straightforward to measure, and because it can 
inform us about numerous aspects of ecosystem 
operation in relation to habitat and biodiversity. Some 
of these key aspects include whether some species 
may be exposed or vulnerable to threats, experience 
increased or reduced habitat opportunities, have 
the	ability	to	disperse	and	allow	gene	flow	and	have	
opportunities to move in response to threats such 
as climate change. Knowledge about landscape 
vegetation connectivity can also tell us something 
about overall species or community diversity or 
composition. However there are some things that 
landscape vegetation connectivity cannot, or does 
not always tell us about ecosystem operation, 
including the functional connectivity of the 
landscape, habitat quality and the long term impacts 
of past and current fragmentation.

4 Conclusion
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Appendix 1 Search result statistics

Search Phrases Used
Science 
Direct TROVE 

CSIRO  
Publishing

Web of  
Science 
(core  
collection)

Google 
Scholar

(‘vegetation connectivity’ 
OR ‘landscape changes’ 
OR ‘landscape connectivity’ 
OR ‘vegetation clearing’ OR 
‘landscape fragment*’ OR 
corridor* OR ‘land cover’) AND 
((habitat*) OR (biodiversity OR 
divers* OR wildlife))

85/1,193  
of first 250

53/31,453 of 
first 250 (4)  
(from journals, 
articles and 
datasets) Not searched Not searched

Not 
searched

(‘vegetation connectivity’ 
OR ‘spatial metrics’ OR 
‘landscape changes’ OR 
‘landscape connectivity’ 
OR ‘vegetation clearing’ OR 
‘landscape fragment*’ OR 
corridor* OR ‘land cover’) AND 
((habitat*) OR (biodiversity OR 
divers* OR wildlife))

Not 
searched Not searched 13/58 of total 58

103/468,329 
(28) of first 250

84/17,800 
(15) of first 
250

Table 1: Numbers of relevant items of evidence resulting from a stated search phrase and source.

NB. The second search phrase used was a copy of the first search phrase, with the term ‘spatial metrics’ added. It 
was decided to replace the first search phrase with the second during the search process, after the search of the 
Science Direct and TROVE databases had been completed.

Search phrases and sources

The above table lists the search phrases and sources used to identify evidence for this review. The search 
results for each search are provided in the format X/Y (Z) of 1st A where:

X = the number of relevant evidence items found

Y= the total number of search returns

Z = the number of relevant returns that had already been found in a previous search 

A	=	the	total	number	of	search	returns	viewed	until	the	relevance	of	evidence	items	becomes	significantly	
reduced
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Appendix 2 Search method

Overview
The search method aims to capture an unbiased 
representative sample of the literature as 
comprehensively as the available resources of 
the study will enable. Published and unpublished 
literature will be sourced and used. Search sources 
will be broad including web based grey literature, 
universities, government and non-government 
organisations. References provided in studies 
assessed will also be used to search for further 
relevant studies.

Search strategy
Databases

The search aims to include the following databases: 

1. Science Direct

2. Web of Science

3. TROVE

4. CSIRO publishing 

Web sites

An internet search was performed using the 
following web sites:

 www.googlescholar.com

The	first	250	hits	from	each	search	will	be	assessed	
for relevance.

Key search elements

The following search terms were located in relevant 
studies found during the scoping search, and 
relate to the three key elements of the secondary 
questions – Landscape vegetation connectivity, 
vegetation habitat and biodiversity. 

Landscape vegetation connectivity elements: 

landscape vegetation connectivity, landscape 
changes, vegetation connectivity, landscape 
connectivity, patch connectivity, ecological 
connectivity, functional connectivity, vegetation 
clearing, revegetation, landscape fragmentation, 
landscape structure, corridor, ecological networks, 
connectivity corridor, vegetation corridor, riparian 
vegetation, riparian corridor, forest connectivity, 
forest fragmentation, land cover.

Vegetation habitat elements: 

habitat, habitat connectivity, habitat network, 
fragmented habitat, habitat loss, habitat patch, 
habitat extent, habitat condition, habitat quality, 
wildlife	habitat,	habitat	cover,	habitat	configuration.

Biodiversity elements: 

biodiversity, species diversity, genetic diversity, genetic 
variation,	variety,	floral	diversity,	faunal	diversity,	
biological diversity, ecosystem diversity, wildlife. 

Final search phrase

The following search phrases are what were used to 
conduct the search in the selected databases. 

(‘vegetation connectivity’ OR ‘landscape changes’ 
OR ‘landscape connectivity’ OR ‘vegetation clearing’ 
OR ‘landscape fragment*’ OR corridor* OR ‘land 
cover’) AND ((habitat*) OR (biodiversity OR divers* 
OR wildlife))

(‘vegetation connectivity’ OR ‘spatial metrics’ OR 
‘landscape changes’ OR ‘landscape connectivity’ 
OR ‘vegetation clearing’ OR ‘landscape fragment*’ 
OR corridor* OR ‘land cover’) AND ((habitat*) OR 
(biodiversity OR divers* OR wildlife))

Appendix 1 outlines the number of relevant evidence 
items	found	in	each	database	using	this	final	search	
phrase. 
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Study inclusion and exclusion criteria

It is necessary to apply study inclusion criteria in 
order to ensure that only the most relevant items of 
evidence	are	used	hence	increasing	the	efficiency	of	
the search process. The inclusion criteria used are 
related to the key syntax elements of the primary 
and secondary questions. These elements are the 
subject, types of interventions, types of comparator 
and types of outcomes.

Search returns were initially screened on title for 
relevance and then screened on abstract after 
viewing the item. 

All relevant search returns will be stored in an 
electronic bibliographic management library – Zotero 
(http://www.zotero.org/).

Relevant subject(s) 

•	 Ecosystems world-wide 

•	 All types of ecosystem (not restricted to ‘pristine’ 
ecosystems)

•	 Landscape scale vegetation connectivity but 
contributions at all scales. For example patch 
scale connectivity contributes to functional 
landscape scale connectivity.

Excluded subjects

•	 Aquatic and marine underwater ecosystems 
including rivers, lakes, estuary and marine 
environments

•	 Studies prior to 2004. An assumption has 
been made here, that given the broad nature 
of the search topics i.e. ‘habitat’, ‘landscape 
connectivity’ and ‘biodiversity’ that studies 
captured	by	the	search	(post	2004)	will	reflect	
prior	scientific	understanding	to	2004.	It	is	
assumed	that	the	maturity	of	science	reflects	all	
knowledge to date.  

•	 Single species studies from other countries. This 
will ensure that studies included are more directly 
relevant to the development of an Australian 
account. 

Types of articles

Only articles published in English will be used. Both 
quantitative and qualitative literature will be used. 

Types of studies

Evidence items involving case studies, as opposed 
to theory, will be the focus of the search.
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